**Mastering Short-Response Writing**
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* Becoming a confident, capable writer begins with mastering the skills to compose evidence-based short-response writing. Award-winning teacher and celebrated children’s author Alan Sitomer outlines the Triple C writing system – an instructional lesson sequence focused on argumentative and expository writing that scaffolds students toward concise and convincing responses to a prompt.

**KEY FEATURES:**

- Prepares students to respond effectively and efficiently to a wide range of writing prompts.
- The Triple C writing system helps teachers learn how to teach students to excel at evidence-based expository and argumentative writing.
- Sitomer’s approach is particularly effective for raising the skill sets of low-performing writers.
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Alan Sitomer is a California Teacher of the Year award winner and the founder of The Writer’s Success Academy. He’s taught English to urban high-school students and has written more than 16 trade books for children and adolescents. He combines his passion for teaching and writing as a graduate-course lecturer, educational consultant, and inspirational keynote speaker.
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